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Repair order 

 

Repair service Order form 
Fill out the following form and send your defective device cleaned and packed for transport to us 
(address: Alltech Dosieranlagen GmbH, Rudolf-Diesel-Str. 2, 76356 Weingarten). 
Enclose the safety data sheet (MSDS) with the parcel. 
Attach a declaration of decontamination to the outside of the parcel using an envelope. 
Also place the returns note on the outside of the parcel in the envelope.  
This offer is exclusively for entrepreneurs (commercial users) or dealers. 
No sale to consumers/private individuals within the meaning of §13 BGB 

Repair order 

Costumer number (if available)  

Company name*  

Contact person (Surname, Name) *  

E-Mail*  

Address (Street, House number) *  

Postal Code, City*  

                      Device Details: 

System (Type Description according to Tag)  

Pump (Type Description according to Tag)  

Other Device (Type Description according to Tag)  

                         Processing: 

I would like to: *  

Costlimit in €:  

                     Decontamination: 

 The pump/system/device was carefully emptied and flushed/cleaned inside and outside 
before dispatch. * 

Pumped medium (CAS no. recommended) * 

 No further safety precautions are necessary. 

 The following safety precautions are necessary. (Add safety data sheet as attachment/ 
appendix). 

 

 Yes, by submitting the repair order, I declare that I am placing this order for professional or 
commercial purposes. * 

 Yes, I have read and accept the General Terms and Conditions of Alltech Dosieranlagen 
GmbH. * 

 I hereby authorise the processing of my repair order in accordance with my details above. * 

 

 I have taken note of the Data Protection Regulation. I agree that my personal data may be 
processed and stored for the purpose of my further support and the sending of information. I 
can revoke this consent at any time at info@alltech-dosieranlagen.de. In the subject line, 
please write: Cancellation. * 

 

 The fields marked with * are mandatory fields. 

https://www.alltech-dosieranlagen.de/service/agb/
https://www.alltech-dosieranlagen.de/service/datenschutzerklaerung/
info@alltech-dosieranlagen.de
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